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ABOUT THE COVER

Five major Army weapon systems are currently being developed under the design to cost policy. The story beginning on page 2 explains the DOD design to cost policy; the story beginning on page 24 describes the Army implementation. The cover design by DeFonce Threatt shows the ‘Big 5.’ Design of the XM1 is not available and is an artist’s concept only.
Completed Staff Work

Study of a problem and presentation of its solution in such form that only approval or disapproval of the completed action is required.

- Know the problem.

- Make one individual responsible to you for the solution.

- State the problem to him clearly, precisely, explain reasons, background, limit the area to be studied.

- Give the individual the advantage of your knowledge and experience in this problem.

- Set a time limit; or request assignee to estimate completion date.

- Assure him that you are available for discussion as work progresses.

If you were the subordinate, would you consider the guidance, given at the time the assignment is made and as the directed work progresses, to be adequate for readily completed staff work? Adequate guidance eliminates wasted effort, makes for completed staff work.